
When you have to be right

Legal SmartDocuments
For law firms

Dialogue-based contract 
and legal document 
automation.



Provide junior associates, paralegals and 
clients with a platform that automatically 
generates contracts and other legal documents, 
using contract language and clauses you certify. 
With Legal SmartDocuments, you can create a 
common knowledge database for the firm, boost 
productivity and adopt new business models 
that can make your firm more competitive.  

With Legal SmartDocuments, even the most 
complex legal documents can be generated 
automatically and with ease using the logic you 
set up in the questionnaires. All users have to 
do is answer the relevant questions and export 
a complete document, based on your legal 
expertise.

By standardising contract language, clauses and 
design used in each template, you can provide 
the firm with contracts and legal documents 
quickly, “certified” by you. You can confidently 
delegate work, improving the firm’s utilisation 
and realisation rates, giving you more time to 
concentrate on higher-value tasks that drive 
revenue growth. 

Legal SmartDocuments is a structured work environment that enables law firms to professionally create 
and manage contract templates and clauses, forms, legal briefs and other documents, based on MS Word in 
Windows.

Legal SmartDocuments is a secure, cloud 
product that you can start using right away  on 
it’s own or integrated with a database (e.g. your  
practice management software) for easy  data 
retrieval.

The best part? You do not need any IT 
expertise whatsoever. Legal SmartDocuments 
is user-friendly and based on Microsoft Word, 
therefore requires no additional programming 
knowledge. To help you create your own 
document templates, we recommend a short 
training session with our experienced staff.  
With support from our software experts, we 
ensure projects are completed quickly - a win 
for your entire organisation!

Legal SmartDocuments is available exclusively 
from Wolters Kluwer, the #1 Legal Technology 
provider in Europe with 30+ years of expertise 
helping legal professionals and businesses 
thrive with innovative tools to increase 
efficiency and reduce risk.

Professional template and clause 
management for automated 
document generation.

Centralise internal knowledge and harness it 
throughout the firm. Automate high-volume 
processes so you can concentrate on higher-
value tasks that drive revenue growth.



A typical scenario: A lawyer specialising in 
corporate law has to create a high volume of 
contracts and legal documents for every type 
of case.  With many routine documents to 
create, the lawyer will manually edit the latest 
version of the document, which may not include 
important clauses. Most of the time, the lawyer 
has a few different files open, to painstakingly 
copy and paste client, counterparty and court 
details, contract details and clauses, as well as 
corporate identity (letterhead) from one file to 
another. The finished document is stored on the 
lawyer’s computer, hidden from other lawyers at 
the firm that could benefit from the knowledge. 
With the burden to create documents manually 
on his shoulders, he is unable to dedicate time 
to more valuable work.

With Legal SmartDocuments, creating contracts 
and legal documents is more efficient. Lawyers 
can create and update Word-based templates 
and clauses when needed to create accurate 
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contracts and documents quicker, while creating 
a common knowledge database for the firm. 
Associates or paralegals can draft standard 
documents for different clients quickly and 
accurately, freeing you to work on non-standard 
matters or higher-value work. 

Moreover, you can provide your clients with 
an easy to use “self-service” portal to request 
standard legal documents. Guided by a 
questionnaire, Legal SmartDocuments collects 
the relevant information from your client and 
plugs it into your template, automatically 
creating a draft that you can review and/or 
send to the client immediately. We provide the 
technology and you provide the legal expertise.

By optimising your time, you can deliver 
distinctive client service and increase profits. 
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When you have to be right

To learn more or to request a demo, visit:
Legalsmartdocuments.wolterskluwer.com 

Legal SmartDocuments


